
A global leader in Ro/Ro deep sea transportation services
A flexible service, to meet all your cargo needs

Höegh Autoliners will always go that extra mile to cater for your transportation needs. We are able to carry almost anything on our vessels and promise to transport your cargo as quickly and safely as possible.

Modern fleet

Höegh Autoliners’ modern fleet is designed to cater for a wide variety of cargo across all of our global trades. With hoistable decks, we can load cargo of up to five meters in height and our loading ramps can withstand individual cargo items weighing up to 150 tons. Whatever cargo you need transporting, we can help.

We have experience in transporting everything from trains to helicopters and turbines to trucks. Regular cargo carried on our vessels includes agricultural and construction equipment, cranes, boats, tracked machinery, oil and gas equipment, generators, buses and tractors. We can accommodate your cargo, whether it rolls or not!
A global trade network, reaching out to you

Höegh Autoliners was a pioneer in the car transportation business from Japan to Europe back in the 1960’s. Today, our wide-reaching trade network offers port calls all around the world.

Thinking local – acting global

With around 30 offices and a network of dedicated agents around the world, we have a truly global presence, offering local competence and knowledge, wherever you are located. With over 50 vessels in our fleet and trades covering all major destinations, we can provide reliable port to port services that meet all your needs.

As your business grows across new geographical areas, you have the comfort of knowing that we will be there to deliver all your transportation needs. We call to ports in Japan, China and Korea and have increased our presence in India and South East Asia, including Singapore and Thailand. In Europe, we cover almost all countries with a shore line and in the Americas, we call at all major ports on the west coast of South America as well as the east and gulf coast of the USA. In addition, we offer a full service in the Caribbean Sea.

Höegh Autoliners has a strong presence in the Middle East and frequent calls are made to ports in the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf. On the African coast, you will find a good selection of ports covered both on the west, east and south coast.

To learn more about our trade network, please visit our website: www.hoeghautoliners.com
Environmental focus plan
We remain committed to minimising our impact on the environment, with continued focus on reducing fuel oil consumption, \( \text{CO}_2 \), \( \text{SO}_x \) and \( \text{NO}_x \) emissions and the impact on the world’s ecosystem.

Professional in-house ship management
In-house ship management is a unique part of our service and an integrated part of our total product delivery to all customers. Our seafarers are trained at reputable universities and academies, resulting in world-class competence.

Tailor-made services
We offer a variety of services to meet all your needs, including transportation, terminals and logistics. Tell us what you need and we will tell you how we can make it happen.

Cargo handling quality that you can rely on
Höegh Autoliners takes great pride in transporting diverse cargo. We use our own Port Captains at every port to ensure that care is taken to load, transport and discharge your cargo from when it is received to its final discharge port.